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Areas of expertiseAreas of expertise

〉〉Corporate

〉〉Economic Substance

〉〉Funds Hub

〉〉Investment Funds
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〉〉Islamic Finance

〉〉Legal

〉〉Managers and Sponsors

〉〉Private Equity

〉〉Real Estate Structuring, Acquisitions and Disposals

〉〉Real Estate, Infrastructure and Energy Funds

〉〉Regulatory

〉〉Sustainable Investing and ESG

〉〉Sustainable Investing and Impact Funds

Background and experienceBackground and experience

Matt has almost 20 years' experience in the Jersey funds industry, including over a decade within

another leading law rm. During this time, he has worked on some of the largest European

private equity fund closings as well as rst-time fund launches for new sponsors. He has

managed numerous complex transactions, often requiring innovative solutions.

His experience spans all asset classes, with a particular focus on real estate, private equity and

venture capital funds.

With the bene t of a background in fund administration, Matt brings a pragmatic and practical

approach to his advice. He understands the needs of sponsors and service providers alike and

uses this insight to achieve the best outcomes for clients.

Matt is a graduate of the University of Bristol, and passed the Graduate Diploma in Law with

BPP Law School. He was sworn in as a solicitor in Jersey in 2014, before being called to the Bar in

2019. In 2022, he completed the CISI Islamic Finance Quali cation.
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He regularly presents to clients, intermediaries and industry, regularly contributes to working

groups and consultations on legislative changes, and sits on the Legal and Technical Committee

of the Jersey Funds Association. He has a keen interest in ESG matters and in Shariah-compliant

structures, and is part of numerous sustainable nance leadership initiatives.

Matt is part of Ogier's multi-disciplinary Real Estate, Private Equity and Technology and Web3

teams.
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News and insightsNews and insights
Find out more 〉

12 June 2024 | 1 min read

The importance of fund due diligence by limited partners

Sophie Reguengo

Team: Emily Haithwaite, Niamh Lalor, Matt McManus

  Jersey, Guernsey, Cayman Islands, Luxembourg Legal Services

Insight

12 June 2024 | 8 min read

A guide to Jersey Private Funds

Emily Haithwaite

Team: Niamh Lalor, Sophie Reguengo, Joanna Christensen, Matt McManus, Alexandra O'Grady

  Jersey

Insight

7 June 2024 | 8 min read

Economic substance requirements for Jersey fund managers and self-
managed funds

Emily Haithwaite

Team: Niamh Lalor, Sophie Reguengo, Matt McManus

  Jersey
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Insight

2 June 2024 | 2 min read

Migration of foreign limited partnerships into Jersey

Emily Haithwaite

Team: Niamh Lalor, Matt McManus, Sophie Reguengo

  Jersey

Insight

15 May 2024 | 9 min read

A guide to Jersey fund regulation

Niamh Lalor

Team: Emily Haithwaite, Sophie Reguengo, Matt McManus

  Jersey

Insight

1 May 2024 | 1 min read

Funds specialist Matt McManus joins the Ogier partnership in Jersey

News

30 April 2024 | 5 min read

A guide to Jersey Listed Funds

Niamh Lalor

Team: Emily Haithwaite, Sophie Reguengo, Joanna Christensen, Alexandra O'Grady, Matt McManus

  Jersey

Insight

15 April 2024 | 6 min read

A guide to Jersey Expert Funds

Emily Haithwaite
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Team: Niamh Lalor, Sophie Reguengo, Joanna Christensen, Matt McManus, Alexandra O'Grady

  Jersey

Insight

13 December 2023 | 7 min read

A guide to Jersey entities

Raulin Amy

Team: Robin Burkill, Matt McManus

  Jersey

Insight

RecognitionRecognition

"Exceptional in all aspects, from client interaction and
commerciality, right through to billing. He sees the bigger
picture when it comes to clients and looks to develop a long-
term relationship rather than a one-o  service."
Legal 500 UK, 2024

"I have recommended Matt to various fund managers because I have
con dence in his experience and his all-round attributes. He is a standout in
the Jersey market for me and a future partner for sure."
Legal 500 UK, 2024

"Great to work with. Really knows funds"
Legal 500 UK, 2023
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